
Assassination Can Be Made 

News Item: NBC TV pays $11,500 
for exclusive interview with Sirhan 
Sirhau, bay cos a Z 

one of the best literary agents in the 
United States." 

é "Well, I'm not one to blow my own 
horn") | 

"T've come to you for some advice. 
I am thinking of assassinating a 
major public figure, and I was 
wondering how much money I could. 
make on it.” 

it's a major-major pee figure, 
there is quite a bit of money to be 
made. The families and lawyers of 
previous’ assassins have been paid 
hundredsof thousands of dollars." 

problert 
you. You sign an exclusive contract 
with him for your story and then we 
work out a split." 

of how "much money we're talking 
abouts 

-Pirst, “there are the book Peeie: I 
know several publishers who are 
willing to go to six figures for the 
exclusive story written by an assas- 
sin, We'll keep the magazine rights 

| separate. I'm sure I could get some 
very energétic bidding going from 

there.as wells 

ere. 

steal "We'll! 

-basis. I'don't want you appearing on 

Mr. hate I understand ° you're 

n0 
always find . a writer.to work with 

fell, can you give me some idea | 

= "Of course, I must warn you that 

defense attorney will demand a 
“Jarge percentage of it, Then there's 

-research for your collaborator and 

‘money we must pay to other people 

the periodicals, and I would esti- . 
mate we ep ey into six figures 45 

but it will have to-be on an’ exclusive ; 

Into a Lucrative Affar 
weeps ART BUCHW! ALD 

“every ‘network for free. If you see a 
TV camera, clam up. In this way we 

can get a lot more money for. an, 
-interview." 

"Do you. think you can get any 
companies \to bid »for the movie: 
Tights?" 

"I-should hope so, particular if 
there is an element of mystery, 
‘involved in’ the assassination. G4 é 
‘think what you have to do is 
“many ‘contradictory. statements at 
your trial, as James Harl Ray did; In 
that way the script writers: will be 

able: to write it in more. dramatic’ 
. "It really depends on the victim. If: terms." Sy 

"What else?" ee. 2 
= *Don't overlook the: overseas pub-. 
lication, Tights, as_ well as all your 

PI ah ill certain- 

a 

which can be sold yeu ee iy 
mother's story, and we could make 
another book from? your family | 
album. Fe 3 4 

3 "Gosh, T wouldn't have thought of | 
half those things." 

you won't get all the money. Your 

my commission, the expenses of 

who have to give us clearances for 
using their names in the movie 
version," 

“*Still, there will: bee <a lot left over 
for myself © and my family, A Rad: 


